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The main theorems in the paper [9] are based on a lemma which is 
incorrect ((2.2) in [9]). I am grateful to J. L. Alperin for pointing out the 
mistake. However, a large part of the statements in that paper can still be 
proved; this is done here. 
Let G be a finite group and F and algebraically closed field of charac- 
teristic 2. Let B be a clock of FG whose defect group V is a Klein four 
group. The aim is to characterize the simple modules and to determine the 
submodule structure of the indecomposable projectives of the block. 
The simple modules in B have V as a vertex, by [ 81. Let f, g denote the 
Green correspondence with respect to V between G and the normalizer N of 
V in G. If M is an indecomposable module and V is a vertex of M, then M 
lies in B if and only iffy lies in the unique block b of N such that bG = B 
[ 111; the block b also has V as a defect group. The first fact is 
THEOREM 2. There is a simple module S in B and an integer m E L 
such that W”(fS) is simple. 
(As usual, OnM is the kernel of the minimal projective resolution of a 
module M.) 
Brauer has shown that the blocks B and b have the same number of simple 
modules which is either 1 or 3 [4]; we shall give another derivation of this 
result. 
Let {F,,} or {Fob, F, , F,} be the set of simple modules in b. Denote 
uniserial modules M by M = U(A,,A, ,..., A,) if MJ’/MJ’+’ gAi where J is 
the radical of the ring. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that B has three simple modules S, X, Y. Then one 
of the following holds for the Green correspondents 
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(a) There is an integer m E Z such that 
Qrn(fS> ZFF,, S”‘(JX)EF,, flm(fY)-F,. 
(b) There is an integer m E Z such that 
Q”YfS> =F,,, Q’Yfl) = UP,, F,), W”(fY) = U(F,, F,); 
furthermore Q3X = X and Q3 Y = Y. 
In all known bloks, the integer m in Theorems 2 and 3 is in fact 0. 
Theorems 2 and 3 here replace Theorems 2 and 3 in [9]. (It was claimed in 
that paper that m has to be 0.) 
Let P(M) denote the projective cover of a module M. Then the following is 
true: 
THEOREM 4. (i) If B has one simple module S, then P(S) J/S E S 0 S 
(ii) If the simple modules S, X, Y in B have Green correspondents as 
in Theorem 3(a), then 
P(S) J/S = X @ Y, P(X)J/X- Y@S and P(Y) J/Y= S @ X. 
(iii) If the simple modules S, X, Y in B have Green correspondents as 
in Theorem 3(b), then P(X) and P(Y) are uniserial, such that 
P(X) = U(X, s, Y, s, X) and P( y> = U(Y, s, x, s, Y) 
The module P(S) J/S is a direct sum of uniserials 
P(S) J/S = U(X, S, y> @ U( Y, S, X) 
This is exactly the same as Theorem 4 in 191. 
The first section contains general material on S’-projective maps and 8- 
action. It also contains the proof of 
THEOREM 1. Assume that G is a group and p an arbitrary prime. Let V 
be a p-group in the centre of G, and let b be a -block of G whose defect group 
is V. Then 
(i) FV and b are Morita-equivalent, 
(ii) the standard equivalences between mod(FV) and mod(b) preserve 
X-projective maps for any subgroup X of V. 
The second section is concerned with Auslander-Reiten sequences. These 
sequences were discovered by M. Auslander and I. Reiten during work on 
representations of Artin algebras [2]; and they have turned out to be a useful 
tool in various classification problems. They are defined for modules of 
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arbitrary finite-dimensional algebras. One may therefore ask what they are in 
the case of modular representations of finite groups. In order to be of use, 
these sequences ought to be compatible with Green correspondence. This is 
sometimes the case, for example, if the vertex of a module concerned equals 
the defect group of its block. (It is not true in general, as I learned from 
useful discussions with P. J. Webb; for a detailed investigation and coun- 
terexamples see [3, 151). In the last section, Theorems 2-4 are proved. For 
basic facts and terminology on modular representations, see [ 7, 11, 121. 
Material on Auslander-Reiten sequences may be found in [2, 101. The 
notation in the last part is as in [9]. 
1. ON MODULAR REPRESENTATIONS 
Let G be a finite group and F a field of characteristic p. If H is a subgroup 
of G and if M, M’ are FG-modules, then denote by (M, M’), the space 
Horn&M, M’). The map THqF: (M, M’)H-+ (M, M’)c is defined by 
T,,,(q) = 2 vg where the sum is taken over a transversal of H in G. Here $ 
denotes the map m + gq( g-‘m). For a set .P‘ of subgroups of G, write 
w~~‘)~.G=CXEICImTx,G and (M, MI):-= (M, M’),/(M, M’) S,G. If a 
Green crrespondence between G and a subgroup H is given with respect to a 
p-group V, then F will always be fi‘ = { VR f? V/g E G\H). 
(1.1) LEMMA. Assume that H is normal in G and that .K is a set of 
subgroups of H which is closed under G-conjugation. Let W, and W, be H- 
modules. Then T,,, induces an injective map (W, , W,),f + (WY, Wf):. 
Proof. Fix a transversal { gi} of H in G; say g, = 1. Any (o E (W, , Wz)f, 
defines a map @E (WY, Wp), by @(g, 0 w) = 6,i(l 0 VW). Hence one 
obtains a map E cp + T,,,,(p) from (W,, W,), to (WY, WF),,, . It is easy to 
check that 
(a) T,,,(d = 1 0 (o. 
(b) r maps (W,, W,)x,fl into (fl, fl),,, if X is a subgroup of H. 
Hence we obtain a map E (W,, WI),“- (fl, @)z. 
(c) If TH,G(@) = T,,,@) for an H-homomorphism /3: WY + Wf then /3 
maps gi @ W, into g, @ W,. 
Let w E W,. Define maps Pki by p( gi @ w) = xk g, @p,,(w). Then 
TH,GP(l 0 W> = Ci,/c Si ‘8, @ P/c,(W). BY ( a we know that this element lies > 
in 1 @ W,, hence Pki = 0 for k # i, as required. Moreover 
Cd) (O = Cii Pii and Pii is an H-homomorphism. 
Now we can prove that r is injective. 
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Let T,,,(G) = TH J/3) and p = C, 
an X’“‘-homomorphism WY + W 
TxC,,,,H(/3’“‘) where X’“’ E Z and /3(O) is 
f. Then with the notation of (d) one has 
rp = &/Iii. Define maps pg’ : W, + W, as in (c), check that /3Jy’ is a 
g; ‘X’“‘g,-homomorphism and that pii = 2” Tp;~x(V)gi ,,@~‘). 
Given modules S and A with projective covers ns: P, + S and rcn : 
PA + A. Any E E (S, A)G can be lifted to E: P, + P, such that errs = rc4 E”; let 
E’ =Ellas. This yields a map [e] + [E’]: (S,A)L+ (fiS,J2A)h which is well 
known to be an isomorphism of vector spaces. 
Assume that E has a factorization, say E =/?a with a: S + W and /I: 
W+ A. Then E’ can be chosen such that E’ =/?I 0 a’ where a’: OS + Q W 
and /I’: 0 W + J?A. Now, it is known that a map E is X-projective if and only 
if there is a factorization as above with W being X-projective. But if W is X- 
projective, then so is Q W and vice versa. This proves 
(1.2) LEMMA. Let .K be a non-empty set of subgroups of G. If S and A 
are G-modules, then as F-spaces (S, A): E (QS, QA)(. 
Now let M be the pull-back of E along 71,. That is,‘we have a commutative 
diagram with exact rows 
O-SAM As2A+----0 
&I ly I’ 
O-A&PA--At---O 
and M = {(s, p) E S @PA 1 E(S) = xA(p)} (here a, p, and y are canonical 
maps). 
(1.3) LEMMA. Let M be the pull-back of E along 7c,. Then there is a 
representative in [E’] with pull-back M’ such that M’ g QM @ Q where Q is 
projective. 
Proof: With the above notation, there is a map v: Ps+ M such that 
rs =a~. Now let a,: Ps+ P, be the composition E, = yv and E’ the 
restriction of E, to BS. The pull-back of E’ along a projective cover Z: 
P+J2A is thenM’= ((a,b)ERS@P/e’(a)=z(b)}. Define w: P,@P+M 
by ~(u, v) = (Z,(U), E,(U) - n(v)). Then I,V is surjective, and Ker IJI = M’. 
Since projective and injective modules are the same, (1.2) and (1.3) have 
an obvious dual version with 52-I instead of 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) The block b has just one simple module, say S 
[7, 64.51, and one indecomposable projective P. Hence P is a progenerator 
for mod(b); and since End,(P) g FV, the functor .F = P @ FV -: mod(FV) -+ 
mod(b) sets up a Morita equivalence [ 1, Chap. 221. The inverse functor is of 
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form .Y = Q ob -. Here Q = Hom,(P, b) which is in a natural way an 
(FV, 6).bimodule. 
(ii) Consider P as a submodule of FG, then the action of End,(P) is 
multiplication by the group ring FV contained in FG. Fix a projection 7~: 
FG -+ P and an inclusion j: P -+ FG satisfying rtj = 1,. Given FV-modules 
W,, W,,let7~,=71Ol.E(~,POW~,)~andj,,=jOl.Ify,E(W,,W,),., 
then 
wherepis as in (1.1). Now ifcp=T,,,(r)for some VE (W,, W,),, then@= 
TX,,(V) and ~2Vv,G(~~) j, = Tx.G@2til) as required. 
Conversely, let q E (M,, M,), and w = T,,,(q) where M, and M, are b- 
modules. Then for g E G the map 1, @ @’ lies in (3 (M,), Y(M,)),; hence 
p = 1, @ C vR as well where the sum is taken over a transversal of V in G. 
It follows that T,,,(J) = 1, @ VI, as required. 
2. AUSLANDER-REITEN SEQUENCES 
Let F be a field and A a finite-dimensional F-algebra. Consider an 
indecomposable n-module S which is not projective. 
(2.1) THEOREM (Auslander, Reiten [ 2, lo]). There is a non-split exact 
sequence of A-modules 
d(S) O-Sc-“M AT+-0 
such the following equivalent conditions hold: 
(i) Every h: X + S which admits no section factors through a. 
(ii) Every k: T+ Y which admits no retraction factors through /3. 
Moreover, T is indecomposable, and &‘(S) is uniquely determined up to 
isomorphism. 
The sequence d(S) is an Auslander-Reiten sequence for S (AR- 
sequence). It has the following property: 
(2.2) LEMMA [2, 10 1.61. Let M’ be a summand of M in d(S) and 
a’ = alM,. In any factorization a’ = tcp, p E Hom,(M’, X) and K E 
Hom,(X, S), either K is a retraction or p is a section. 
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It follows that M does not have a summand isomorphic to S. Also, if S is 
simple, then M does not have a projective summand. 
Now let char F = p > 0, and assume that F is algebraically closed. Let G 
be a finite group and /i be the group algebra FG. One can describe an AR- 
sequence explicitly. Every indecomposable non-projective FG-module S has 
a projective cover, and the kernel 0s is again indecomposable. There is a 
map 8: S + 0s such that Im 19 = soc(BS) and Ker B = SJ. One finds that 
T? 0’s and that M is isomorphic to the pull-back of 8 and a projective 
cover for OS [2, Theorem 6.31. 
Assume that V is a vertex for S and H a subgroup of G containing N,(V); 
let f, g denote the Green correspondence between G and H. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let S be indecomposable in a block B, and assume that 
the vertex V of S is a defect group of B. Then 
(a) .&(fs) is a direct summand of.&(S),,. 
(b) .&(S) is a direct summand of.&(fS)“. 
Proof. Consider 
.d(js) ot-fs~fi-~*~-o 
i P IT jij= 1. 
L=f(S) o-see M-Ll*s-0 
We need the fact that S is not a component of aG. Otherwise, there is an 
indecomposable summand M, of a such that is a component of My. Since 
M, lies in the block b with bG = B, it follows that M, has vertex V, and then 
by the Green correspondence M, r$S. This contradicts the remark after 
(2.2). 
(a) Since pU does not admit a section, there exists n E (M, n?), 
satisfying @y = pa. We need an H-homomorphism p: E+ M such that 
a~ = @. Let 6 be the composition of 1 @jt?: fiG --) SC and the multiplication 
map SC + S; then 8 is a G-homomorphism. We identify fi with 1 @ E, then 
the restriction of 6 corresponds to jE. Also, 6 does not admit a section. 
Hence there is a G-homomorphism p: ii?” --f M such that a~ = 6. Now take 
the restriction to 1 0 fi. It remains to show that qp is an isomorphism. Now, 
cY(rlp) = a, and 6 is not a retraction. Hence vp is a section by (2.2), and 
therefore an isomorphism. 
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II 
d(S) o-s ~zvf- B2S -0 
where pj= 1, pj = 1 and ?Z = 1. Since py is not a retraction, there exists q: 
MC -+ M such that a~ = py. There is also an H-homomorphism p: M -+ M 
srtisfying &i= lijcr. Put p = 7’H,G(Efl), then yp = ja. It follows as in (a) that 
rip is an isomorphism. 
Assume that an AR-sequence for S is given as the pull-back of a map 
8: S -+ ~25’ along a projective cover rr: P+ QS. In the first section we 
described an F-isomorphism [c] -+ [E’]: (S, 0s); --t (QS, Q’S);. 
(2.4) LEMMA. If E’ is chosen as in (1.3) then the pull-back of E’ along a 
projective cover 7t, : P, + O’S is an Amlander-Reiten sequence for QS. 
Proof. Check that (2.1)(i) is satisfied. 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 TO 4 
Assume that I’ is a Klein four group, N = NJ V) and C = C,(V). Let b be 
a block of N whose defect group is V and let e be its block idempotent. Then 
there is a block 6 of C with block idempotent Z such that e = 2 $‘i; here the 
sume is taken over a transversal of N, in N, where N, = {g E N/9 = 2) 
[ 141. Also, e is the block idempotent for a block b, of N,, and 6 and 6, have 
V as defect groups. Thus, char F does not divide the index 1 N, : C] [ 51, that 
is, IN, : C = 1 or 3. 
If M is an indecomposable b-module, then M, = C @ Mi where Mi = 
(Cgi) M. Say, M, is the b-component. Then M, is an indecomposable b,- 
module with FN ON M, E M; and for any indecomposable W in b,, the 
included module W’ is indecomposable and lies in b. (In fact, inducing 
yields an equivalence of mod(b) and mod(b,).) Let W be an indecomposable 
b-module. Since N,/C is of prime order r (# char F), either W”‘! is indecom- 
posable or a direct sum of r distinct indecomposables; and WNl is in 6,. 
By Theorem 1, mod(b) z mod(FV), and .%-projective maps behave well 
under an equivalence. We therefore use the same notation for b-modules and 
FV-modules. 
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Let E denote the simple module in 6; then P(E) J/E r E @ E. Conse- 
quently, every indecomposable module z& E or P(E) has Loewy length 2. The 
indecomposable non-projective FV- (or 6-) modules are, in Conlon’s 
notation [6], 
Length Length of socle 
An 2n + 1 n n>O 
Bn 2n + 1 n+l n>O 
C”(Y) 2n n n>O, yEFU(coJ 
The a-action is easy to describe; one has A, z W(E), B, g Q-“(E) and 
C,(y) z Q(C,(y)). If y # 0, 1, 00, then the restriction C,(Y)~ is projective for 
any 17% I’. The modules C,(o) with o = 0, 1, 00 have a proper kernel, and 
the C,(a) are the only modules with cyclic vertices. 
If IN, : Cl = 1, then 6=b, and mod(FV) E mod(b); in particular, E” is 
the irreducible module F, in b. 
Assume that IN, : Cl = 3; then EN must be a sum of three distinct simple 
modules, FO, F,, F, ; and these are all irreducibles in b. Moreover, 
P(F,) J/F, z Fj @ F, where (i,j, k) = {O, 1,2}. Since A,, z Q”(E), it follows 
that 
A; z Ll”(F,) 0 W(F,) 0 R”(F,), 
and similarly 
B;gQ-“(F,)@ LV”(F,)@Q-“(F,). 
For i # j there is a unique indecomposable module U(F,, Fj) of length 2; 
denote it by Uj. We have that Uj is a component of C,(w)” or C,(w*)” 
where o is a root of t* + t + 1; and Q(UJ) z UF where {i,j, k} = (0, 1, 2). 
We shall need some Auslander-Reiten sequences. 
(3.1)(a). The simple modules Fi have AR-sequences 
0 t Fi t G(Fj) @ R(F,) t O”(Fi) t 0 
where {i,j,k} = (0, 1,2}. 
This is proved by constructing the pull-back of an embedding 8: 
Fi + 12(Fi) along a projective cover P(F,.) @ P(F,) + fl(Fi). 
(3.1)(b). For m E L, an AR-sequence ofQm(Fi) is 
O+nm(Fi)+L?m+1(Fj)@Rm+1(Fk)+S2m+2(Fi)+0 ifmf-1 
O+W’(Fi)tFjFjFFk@P(F,)+B(Fi)+O 
This follows from (3.1)(a), (1.3), (2.4) and from comparing lengths. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. There is a module M in B such that M, is not 
projective for some proper subgroup U of V (for example, the Green 
correspondent of C,(O)“‘, n > 1). Hence, there must be a simple module S in 
B having this property. But then the Green correspondent jS is not a 
summand of Cn(y)N for y f: 0, 1, co. Since the vertex of S is not cyclic,$S is 
not isomorphic to C,(a)N for CJ = 0, 1, co. Moreover, since (S, S)$r 
wxfv~ which is l-dimensional, it follows from the next lemma that 
jS & C,(a)” with n > 1 and u = 0, 1, co. Thus, by Conlon’s list, jS is a 
component of A: or Bz, as required. 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let M= C,(o)” where o = 0, 1 or co and n > 1. Then 
dim,(M, M),” 3 1. 
Proof. We may assume that o = 0. Let W= C,(a). By (1.1) it suffices to 
prove that dim,( IV, IV): $1. In Conlon’s notation, V is generated by x and 
y. As an F(y)-module, W can be expressed as Fv @P @ Fw where P is 
projective and where Fv, Fw are trivial, such that soc,,( I+‘) = sot(P) @ Fw. 
Moreover, v e WJ and (1 -x) v E sot(P). Then there is a V-homomorphism 
v/: W -+ W such that WV = w and y(P) = VW = 0. It suffices therefore to 
show: 
If a, = T,,,(q) where U is a maximal subgroup of V and 
vE(W,W’),then w&Imrp. 
Let U = (x) or (xy); then T,,,(q)(v) = (q + yrly) v = (1 - y) vu # w. If 
U = (y), then TuqV(v)(v) = (1 -x) vu + xq(l - x) v. Because vu lies in 
Ker(1 - y) which is Fv @ socy(W), we must have that (1 -x) v]v E 
F( 1 -x) v c sot(P). Also, since r( 1 -x) v lies in Im(1 - y) n Ker( 1 - y), it 
lies in sot(P) as well and therefore T,,,(q)(v) E sot(P). 
Proof 0s Theorem 3. Assume that b has simple modules F,, F,, F,. 
According to Theorem 2, there is an irreducible S in B with fS = Q”‘(F,), 
say. 
Step 1. B has a simple module X with X& S: It suffices to find M in B 
such that (M, S), = 0. We take M = gQm(UA). 
(3.3). Obviously (UA, FO)N = 0. Hence by (1.2), (JP(V~), 12m(F0)),~s = 0. 
Using the properties liested at the beginning of this section, one obtains 
that P’( Ut) z Uj for suitable i, j; and moreover (Uj, -),+, = (Uj, -)1 ,*, and 
(gUj,-),,,=(gUi,-),,,. Also (-,S),,,=O since S is simple [13]. Thus, 
0 = (Uj, fs): g (gUj, S),” r (gUj, S), , as required. 
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Step 2. The Green correspondentfl is one of W(F,), Qm(Fz), Qm(U:), 
wy u:>. 
Since certainly X is not isomorphic to QS or W’S, this follows from: 
(3.4) PROPOSITION. Let M be indecomposable in b such that 
(Qm(F,,), M)$ = 0 and (M, CY(F,J)~ = 0. Assume also that (M, M)f g F. 
Then : 
(a) If the length l(M) is odd, then M is one of Qnm(F,), V(FJ or 
Qm+‘(F,,), Gm-‘(F,). 
(b) If l(M) is even, then M r Q”‘(Ut) or JY(U~). 
Proof Put W= Q-m(M). Then (FO, IV),” = 0 = (W, F,),$ and 
( W, IV),” E F by (1.2). Moreover I( IV’) E l(M) (mod 2). 
(a) Assume that I( IV) is odd and that W & F, , F,. By Conlon’s list 
W = a * “(F,), for some positive integer n. 
(al) If n> 1, then (E,B,)F,V=O and (An,E),ll,y=O. Since 
B,* g A, and E* z E, it suffices to prove the first part. Let U be a maximal 
subgroup of V and v E (E, IS,&, we have to show that T,,,(q) = 0. Say 
U=(x). If O# WE E, then VW E Ker(l -x). Now, from Conlon’s 
classification one sees that Ker(1 - x) = soc#,). Hence for some y 6Z U we 
have T,,,r(w) = VW + yq(y-‘w) = (1 - v) VW = 0 and (al) is proved. 
(a2) If W is a component of A:, then (W, F,), = 0. By assumption, 
V+‘~Fdv= W’AJx,,= TC,N[(W,FO)s,C]. But (W,F&,, has block 
components of form (A,, E),,, which are zero. Similarly 
(a3) If W is a component of BT (n > l), then (F,, W), = 0 
(a4) If i = 1 or 2, then (Q(FJ, F,), # 0 and (F,, 0 ’ (Fi))N # 0. 
This follows from the structure of P(F,). 
(a5) If n> 2 and i=O, 1,2, then (Q”(F,), F&, # 0 and 
(Fo, Q-“(Fi))N f 0. 
The module J2”(Fi) is a component of the middle term in an AR-sequence 
for J2”-‘(F,) or fi’-‘(FJ by (3.1). Hence there is a surjective map fi”(Fi) + 
Q”-‘(F,) or a”-‘(F,) by (2.2), and the statement follows by induction. The 
dual argument holds for Q-“(Fi). 
Hence W can only be Q(F,) or Q-‘(FJ. 
(b) Assume that I(w) is even. Then W is a component of C,(y)” for 
someyEFU{co} andnEn\l. 
(b 1) y # 0, 1, co. The modules C,(a); u = 0, 1, co, are N-conjugate, 
hence C,(a)” is indecomposable. Finally, the dimension of 
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(C,(a)“, C,(o)“)~ is more than 1 for n > 1 (3.2) and for n = 1 if Z = { 1 }, 
by (l.l), or is zero otherwise, since then the vertex of C,(o)” lies in %“. 
(b2) (W,F,,), = 0 and (F,, I+‘), = 0. By (bl) and the remarks at 
the beginning of this section we know that if U is a proper subgroup of V 
then W, is projective. Thus, (W, F,), s (W, F,) Y.,N z ( W, F,), ,,v = 0 since 
F0 is simple [ 131. Similarly (F,, IV), = 0. 
Using the structure of P(F,) and (b2), the statement follows by a standard 
argument. 
Step 3. If fig P(F,), then Theorem 3(a) holds. Let M= g.Q”‘(Ui), 
then M lies in B. As in (3.3) one shows that (M, S), = 0 and (M, X), = 0. 
Hence there is another simple module in B, say Y. By (3.4) the Green 
correspondent fl is either Dm(F,) or a”‘($, where i, j= 1, 2. Since 
(X, gwy u:>>,” Lz (F, , u:>,” # 0 and (gJ2m(U$X)Gr (Ui,F,);$#O, it 
follows that fYr Rm(F2). 
The last conclusion holds for any simple module in B which is not S or X. 
Hence there is only one more, and Theorem 3(a) is obtained. 
Step 4. If fir Qm(u:), then Theorem 3(b) holds. We only have to 
prove that there is (at least) one more irreducible module Y in B. Then the 
argument in step 3 shows that fl= P(.!,r:) and hence Theorem 3(b) must 
be true. 
Let M= gQm(U$ then M lies in B. As in step 2 one shows that 
(M, S), = 0. We can finish by proving that (M,X), = 0 as well. Now 
w~a,,,= (M, X) i ,G = 0, as before. Hence (M, X), z (U: , UT),” ; and 
(V:, U:), = Tc,,(( U:, U:),). Now the block components of (17:) Uf), are of 
form (C,(o), C,(~‘>),, say, where o is a root of t* + t + 1. Now it is easily 
checked that all V-homomorphism C,(o)-+ C,(o’) are l-projective. Conse- 
quently (M, X), = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Assume that b has simple modules F,, F, , F,. We 
shall need the following result: 
(3.5) PROPOSITION. Let M= glY’(U<). Then: 
(a) sot(M) and M/MJ are simple. 
(b) If gQm(Fi) is simple, then there is an exact sequence 
0 e gfim(Fj) + M t gR”(F,) + 0. 
Proof. (a) is proved using arguments as in (3.3). 
(b) There is a map (D: gFi+ gU{ which is not K-projective. Consider 
the exact sequence 
0- W-gUj@P*gFi-0 
481/16/2-15 
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where P = 0 and a = v, if q is l-l, and P is the injective hull of gFi and 
a = (rp, 1) otherwise. We can apply (4.1) in 191 and obtain 
(“1 Wg gFi@ W’ where W’ is &projective. 
By (1.3) there is also an exact sequence 
with Q projective. Applying (4.1) in [91 to this sequence yields 
Qm( w) z M/gf2r(Fi) @ .fl-projectives. 
By (*) we also have 
Q’“(W) z gQm(Fj) @ .X-projectives. 
Since gQm(Fj) is indecomposable and not .K-projective and since 
M/gQm(Fi) must be indecomposable by (a), both modules are isomorphic. 
Proof of 4(ii). Assume that B is as in Theorem 3(a). Then the middle 
terms in an AR-sequence for S are gM, 2 fiX and gM, g RY. By (2.2) we 
obtain that S is a component of QX/X. Now, QX is also a middle term in an 
AR-sequence for Y, consequently Y must be a component of fix/X as well. 
Hence to obtain the structure of P(X) it suffices to show that P(X) has 
length 4. 
Thus, it is enough to find an exact sequence 0 e Me P(X) c QM c 0 
where M and QM have length 2. Take M = gfl”‘(Ui); then RM = g.Qm(Uy); 
then by the above proposition, both have length 2. 
The rest follows by symmetry. 
Proof of Theorem 4(iii). Assume that B is as in Theorem 3(b). Consider 
again the middle terms in an AR-sequence for S. 
Step 1. soc( gM,) E X and soc( gM,) E Y. Since gM, = l2( gQ”‘F,), we 
have soc(gMl) = (g12mF,)/(gQmF,)J. Now gfJm(UA) r a-‘(X) here, so by 
(3.5) there is an exact sequence 0 t g.Qm(F,) t Q-‘(X)+ S t 0. Thus, 
(gflmF,)/(gSZmF,)Jz Q-‘(X)/Q-‘(X)Jz X, as required. The other 
statement is proved similarly. 
Step 2. gM, = U(S, X) and gM, = U(S, Y). By (2.2) there is an exact 
sequence 0 + S @ R + gM, t X c 0. Now, soc( gM,) r X means that gM, is 
isomorphic to a submodule of P(X). Since P(X)/X = 0-‘(X) = gQ”(UA), we 
know that P(X)/X has a simple socle, hence R = 0 as required. The other 
part follows similarly. 
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Step 3. There are exact sequences 
and 
OtgM,tDXtgM,t-0 
OtgM,taYtgM,+-0. 
Moreover, 0X and QY are uniserial. Consider 0 t W+ L!X t gM, c 0. 
By (1.3) there is an exact sequence O+~n-(m”‘W+g(U~)OPtgF,tO 
with P projective. Now it follows from (4.1) in [9] that gF2 is a summand of 
RP(mi’) W. Consequently, gQ”‘+iF, is a component of W, and 
gLP+‘(F,)~ gM,. N ow W must be indecomposable, by (3.5) and hence 
W z gM,. The second sequence is obtained similarly. 
If QX were not uniserial, then the socle of Q-‘(X) would not be simple 
which contradicts (3.5). 
Hence we proved the statements on P(X) and P(Y) in Theorem 4. 
Step 4. The structure of P(S). Consider an AR-sequence for S; we know 
the middle term which is gM, @ gM,. This yields soc(B’S) E X @ Y, and 
02S/soc(J22 S) z S. Consequently, a projective cover of SZS is of form 
Now, P(X) and P(Y) are uniserial; from the structure of R’S it follows that 
QS/S is a direct sum of two uniserial modules with composition factors as 
required. 
Proof of Theorem 4(i). Assume that b has one simple module F,; then 
by Theorem 2, there is an irreducible module S in B withfS g f2”‘(F0), say. 
There are no more simple modules: Let M in B be indecomposable and 
not projective, and M & S. Ifm= C,(y), thenmz QjM. If M were simple, 
the it would be the only composition factor of P(M), and M and S were in 
different blocks. Otherwise,fM z A, or B, ; thenfQ-“(M) is some A, or B,. 
In the first case, by (3.4)(al) 
and similarly in the other case 
0 f (F,, B,), = (S, M>G . 
Hence M is not simple. 
Let W= C,(w) or C,(w’) where w is a root of tZ + t + 1. 
Step 1. soc( gw> z S and gW/( g W) J g S. Since W z R W, it follows 
that 
(gW, S),” z (gC,(o’), gF,),* = (C,b’), 6,): = F 
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as in (3.3); and (gW, S),,, = (gW, S),,, = 0. Similarly one shows that 
(S, gW), E F. 
Step 2. There is an exact sequence 0 c S c gW t S e 0. This is the 
same proof as Proposition (3.5). 
Step 3. The structure of P(S). Since gW z QgW, it follows that P(S) 
has length 4. Moreover, since g(C,(w)& g(C,(w’)) we proved that 
dim, Ext’(S, S) $1. Consequently, P(S) J/S r S 0 S as stated. 
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